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Abstract 
The history of the reinvention of Acoustic Emission technique in the middle of the 20th century has begun with 
Kaiser’s observation of AE event during real tensile test. New, digital techniques opened new possibilities to use 
AE for classification of steel using tensile test. It is demonstrated, that the typical AE diagrams like rate of hits, 
duration, number of oscillation are different for different materials under tensile test. We used carbon steel and 
welded specimens to demonstrate the differences. A library of such measurement combined with neural network 
method opens the way for classification in the future. Acoustic Emission measurements made during ECAP are 
presented. It is quite obvious that there must be tremendous AE events during ECAP, due to the friction between 
the layers. It was observed that there are good correlation between the AE event rate and the different phases of 
ECAP 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Different loadings applied to materials generate acoustic emission (AE). Traditionally stresses 
have been applied to produce AE events, better to say AE events have been used to detect 
investigate stresses in material. Recently AE methods are widely used for investigation of 
structural materials (bridges) or testing vessels, since it became well know, that dislocation 
and especially growing crack causes AE event in a material under stress. 
 
At the beginning of the modern history of acoustic emission, the godfather of the AE J. Kaiser 
in 1949 investigated[1] the AE events in a tensile test (see fig.1.). Owning only old techniques 
Kaiser used a tensile test machine and a microphone to register acoustic events. The signal of 
the microphone was amplified and set on oscilloscope. Photographs were taken on the screen 
of the oscilloscope. They are well seen on fig1.  
 
Today we have much better AE recording system, digital system. In several places tensile test 
are used to demonstrate AE for students. We also do such teaching work. However, we 
believe tensile test are not used widely enough for material testing. Our laboratory, Hungarian 
Acoustic and Industrial Diagnostics Laboratory of College of Dunaujvaros started a series of 
investigation to renew AE testing of materials during tensile test, since we believe, that with 
contemporary AE systems and with those developments that were making to improve even 
contemporary system, new possibilities opened for material testing using AE events. We 
present here a few results proving that renewal was successful. Beside material testing using 
tensile test we started to use AE method to follow the process in ECAP, which is an 
abbreviation for equal-channel angular pressing. This is also not new, see for example paper 
[2]. The fact that AE can be applied successfully for monitoring dislocation was shown for 
example by Vinogradov et al.[3] during cyclic deformation of conventional materials such as 
copper single crystals. Therefore we made use of being near to ECAP investigation going on 
in a large project (TAMOP 42.2 in Hungary) and our experience on tensile test machine, we 
produced also a series of AE measurements during ECAP and we present a few of results. 
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Figure 1. Historial curve produced by J. Kaiser in 1953 [1] 

 
2.  Experimental conditions 
 
2.1 Equipments and method of measurements 
 

 
Figure 2. Beta-100 tensile test machine with laded specimen 



We carried out our AE measurements during tensile tests using a Beta-100 tensile test 
machine shown on fig.2. Specimens were fixed between jaws of the machine, which has also 
laser system to measure elongation. We applied four AE sensors (with 150 kHz resonance 
frequency) as shown on fig.3. The outer sensors (guards) served for elimination of events 
arriving from outside, mainly from the friction noises from jaws holding the specimen. The 
inner sensors enabled us to separate real AE events from simple hits and to make 1D 
localization. Note left had side our newly developed AE system, and on right hand side 
AED/40 AE measuring system.  

 
Figure 3. Position of AE sensors on speciment  

 
Tensile test were carried out on traditional way: using constant speed of the movement of 
jaws, measuring stress until the end, ie. unttil speciment has been broken. 
 
3.  Results of experiments 
 
3.1 Specimen S235JRG2 
 
In fact this is a traditional Cr-Mo steel specimen. 

   
Figure 4. Rate of AE hits (red) and force (blue) versus time 

 



Fig.4. shows a traditional rate of hits result which means where tension growth there we have 
more AE events. Interesting, but well known, that before break the number of AE event drops, 
 
3.2 S355specimen welded in the middle 
 
The AE rate of hit picture for welded specimen is very different (see fig.5) 
 

 
Figure 5 Rate of hit (red) and force(blue) versus time for a welded sample 

 
Beside the traditional peak at the beginning of tensile test we had a secondary effect due to 
welding in the rate of hits from AE. 
 
 
3.2 Amplitude of AE events 
 

 
Figure 6. comparison of the amplitudes of AE evenst for the two cases 

 
The secondary AE hit also have relatively high amplitude (see fig.6). This is a proof that AE 
events came not from the material, but from welding itself.  

 
 
 
 



 
4.  Acoustic emission measurements during ECAP 
 
4.1 Experimental arrangements 
 
During ECAP material (in our case copper) undergoes plastic deformation, while layers are 
moving on each other’s, It was natural to suppose, that inner friction between the metallic 
layers may produce (generate) acoustic noises, i.e. acoustic emission. On fig 7. the ECAP 
instrument is shown We used 12 acoustic emission sensors (each has 150 kHz resonance 
frequency). 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 7. ECAP instrument showing the position of 12 AE sensors and the bending knee 

 
Sensors 1 and 2 are guarding sensors from noises coming from upper pressing plate.  
Sensors 3,4,5,6 are positioned on pressure cylinder they follow friction of the inlet. 
Remaining 6 sensors were used to localize the source of E events. 
 



 
4.2  Results of AE measurement during ECAP 

 

 
 

 
Figure  8. Amplitude, rate and sum of hits and force (blue line) during single ECAP treatment 
 
We present the AE measurement, events concentrated at the knee of the ECAP instrument 
during the first treatment of copper wire of diameter of 10mm on fig.8. At the beginning 
almost no force needed when the wire was just approaching the knee. We had some friction 
noises until 350-400 sec from the beginning. When the rod (wire) reached the knee, the 
deformation of the material started, the force jumped up to tens of kN and AE rate increased. 
The second jump in force and corresponding AE event rate growth of the event rate can be 
devoted to change of ECAP process. Instead of simple bending of material, layers inside the 
material are moving on each others, which caused internal friction. Layers were found later 
demonstrated by cutting the bended wire(rod). Each change in force is provided by change in 
the amplitude of AE event. Therefore not only the rate can give important information about 
the processes in ECAP. 
 
Fig.9 shows the same ECAP treatment, but the copper material has been treated several 
(three) times before the actual measurement. One can notice that much less changes in the 
force and correspondingly much less variation in the amplitude of the AE event can be seen. 
This is a similar effect, what we all know from Kaiser’s effect. Once the material has been 
treated before, it has other structure, which does not resist anymore, or at least not so heavily 
to mechanical stresses. 
 
 



 
 

 
Figure 9. Amplitude, rate and sum of hits and force (blue line) during ECAP treatment of 

copper treated three times 
 
It is worth to notice, that on both curves we have an end effect, when the pressure has been 
terminated at the inlet but the copper material it is still moving a little to eliminate internal 
remaining stresses. 
 
 
 
5.  Summary 
 
Acoustic emission detection has been made during tensile test of traditional and new types of 
steel specimens, including specimens with cross and parallel welding. It was observed, that 
each type of materials and welding has its own signatures characterizing the given material 
and/or welding. This opened the way to collect a library of AE events which could be used for 
classification of materials and welding, in the latter case the aim is to monitor the quality of 
the welding in the future. 
 
Also AE measurements were carried out during ECAP. Here the problem that we had to face 
was the high background noises due to pressing forces. We applied twelve sensors. Some of 
them were used as guard. But the majority served for localization of AE events. We see real 
hope, that selecting only those AE data, which could be localized to the bend of ECAP 
instruments we can get real information of AE events from the friction of layers in the bend 



(knee) of the ECAP instrument. This opens the way to monitor ECAP process by acoustic 
method. 
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